Abstract Interactive data exploration platforms in Web, business and scientific domains are becoming increasingly popular. Typically, users without prior knowledge of data interact with these platforms in an exploratory manner hoping they might retrieve the results they are looking for. One way to explore large-volume data is by posing aggregate queries which group values of multiple rows by an aggregate operator to form a single value: an aggregated value. Though, when a query fails, i.e., returns undesired aggregated value, users will have to undertake a frustrating trial-and-error process to refine their queries, until a desired result is attained. This data exploration process, however, is growing rather difficult as the underlying data is typically of large-volume and high-dimensionality. While heuristic-based techniques are fairly successful in generating refined queries that meet specified requirements on the aggregated values, they are rather oblivious to the (dis)similarity between the input query and its corresponding refined version. Meanwhile, enforcing a similarity-aware query refinement is rather a non-trivial challenge, as it requires a careful examination of the query space while maintaining a low processing cost. To address this challenge, we propose an innovative scheme for efficient Similarity-Aware Refinement of Aggregation Queries called (EAGER) which aims to balance the tradeoff between satisfying the aggregate and similarity constraints imposed on the refined query to maximize its overall benefit to the user. To achieve that goal, EAGER implements efficient strategies to minimize the costs incurred in exploring the available search space by utilizing similaritybased and monotonic-based pruning techniques to bound the search space and quickly find a refined query that meets users' expectations. Our extensive experiments show the scalability exhibited by EAGER under various workload settings, and the significant benefits it provides.
Introduction
Interactive Data Exploration (IDE) platforms guide users in exploring large volumes of data and help them to locate interesting information or objects [5] . This is a key step in a widely diverse set of discovery oriented applications in the scientific and business databases domain where knowledge is extracted after analyzing the data [9, 17, 28] .
Hence, researchers in the database community invest a lot of effort in developing innovative and efficient techniques that facilitate interactive data exploration. One particular set of techniques that has been widely employed in IDE is Query Refinement. Query refinement techniques enable database systems to automatically adjust a submitted query so that it satisfies some specific constraints.
Consider an aggregate query with an aggregate constraint on the aggregated value, i.e., the aggregate value formed by applying the aggregate operator on multiple rows has to meet some pre-specified value. When the constraint is met, refining the query is avoided. More often though, the constraint is not met, which requires an iterative refinement of the query.
Cardinality (defined as the size of a query's result) is one particular aggregate constraint that has been the main focus of several query refinement approaches [1, 2, 4, 22, 23, 33] . Cardinality-based query refinement techniques provide practical solutions to the problem of queries returning too many or too few answers [18, 25] . This is a critical problem often experienced by users, especially in applications based on Web, scientific, and business databases. Such users typically interact with the database in an exploratory manner hoping they might achieve the results they are looking for. However, this problem is growing rather difficult in the era of big data as the underlying databases are typically of large-volume and high-dimensionality leading to a combinatorial space of possible queries.
Let us consider the following example where query refinement techniques are required to explore a real-world database: the widely known Sloan Digital Sky Server (SDSS) database. 1 This database is the largest map of the Universe ever made that stores details of one third of the stars and galaxies we see in the sky, and it is publicly available for anyone to explore using different tools, one of which is the traditional SQL query language. However, exploring this large-scale database might be an overwhelming obstacle for users, especially for those with no prior domain knowledge [24] . The following example illustrates how query refinement can be used to overcome this obstacle.
Example 1 Using the SDSS database, a scientist wants to conduct a study of the sky by retrieving astronomical objects (e.g., stars) enclosed in a region defined by the equatorial coordinate system (i.e., using ra and dec dimensions) and study the properties of them. We assume that the scientist has limited resources to conduct this study, e.g., time and effort, and at the same time the study has to be performed on at least 1000 astronomical objects to be genuine and ethical.
Anyhow, the scientist (with her limited knowledge of SDSS) formulates an aggregate query with count() operator to select a region in the sky and submit it to the database hoping that it will return the desired result (i.e., a result that contains enough objects for an ethical and feasible study). Assume the following is her initial query, which is visualized in Figure 1 :
Q1: SELECT * , count( * ) as count FROM SDSS.Stars WHERE ( ra ≥ 179.5 and ra ≤ 182.3 ) and ( dec ≥ 1.24 and dec ≤ 1.86 );
Since it is very difficult to know exactly how to formulate a query that returns a desired result (because of the nature of the SDSS database), the returned result might not satisfy the scientist expectation. That is, the result might contain too few objects that render the study unethical, or too many objects which make the study unattainable with the limited resources the scientist has. When this happens, the scientist has no choice but to iteratively try different queries and manually adjust the values for the coordinates ra and dec in the query, until reaching a result which satisfies her aggregate constraint.
A variety of Query Refinement techniques have been proposed to overcome the obstacle illustrated in Example 1. These techniques aim to quickly find a refined query so that its aggregated value is very close to the aggregate constraint defined by the user (e.g., 1000 objects). That is, minimize the deviation between the aggregate constraint and the achieved one. For instance, applying one of these techniques in Example 1 will return Q 2 as the best alternative that minimizes the deviation to the target 1000.
We propose a generalization of this query refinement problem by including other common aggregate operators to accommodate a larger spectrum of exploratory tasks. Specifically, we propose to include the standard SQL aggregate operators [8] : count, sum, avg, min and max.
Since it has been shown that simple local search techniques based on greedy heuristics (e.g., Hill Climbing) often provide efficient and effective solutions to the aggregate-based query refinement problem when the constraint is cardinality [4] , the same heuristics also provide efficient and effective solutions when constraints are from other aggregate operators sum(), min() and max(), as those constraints satisfy the monotonicity property. While there are many possible combinations of refinements that can result in meeting the aggregate Figure 1 Q 1 's result does not meet the user's expectations (1000 objects). While Q 2 and Q 3 do with slight variations, Q 3 seems more suitable alternative than Q 2 because of its closeness from the user's initial query Q 1 constraint, this property increases the possibility that a local search method will find one of those combinations without getting stuck at some local minima.
These techniques, however, are oblivious to the (dis)similarity between the input query and its corresponding refined version. That is, to meet the aggregate constraint, the generated refined query might often be very far (i.e., dissimilar) from the input query. While the user might be satisfied that the refined query meets the aggregate constraint, they would also expect the refined query to be very close (i.e., similar) to their input query. A refined query that is very different from the input one will have a very limited benefit to the end user and is often rendered useless. This is shown visually in Figure 1 : there are two alternatives to Q 1 which satisfy the aggregate constraint at different levels, though, one of them Q 3 is very close from Q 1 while Q 2 is very dissimilar to the initial query Q 1 . Hence, proposing Q 2 will often provide limited benefit.
To address the limitation of current aggregate-based query refinement techniques, in this work, we propose the similarity-aware refinement of aggregate queries problem, in which the user satisfaction is measured in terms of: 1. Meeting some specified aggregate constraint on the refined query, and 2. Maximizing the similarity between the submitted input query and its corresponding refined one.
Achieving such a goal is rather a challenging task as it requires a careful examination of a large space of possible refinements while maintaining a low processing cost. While there could be many possible refinements of an input query that satisfy its aggregate constraint, it is expected that only very few will achieve a good balance between minimizing the deviation in the aggregate constraint and maximizing the similarity. Such a search space poses a significant challenge to current techniques that are based on local search heuristics as it increases their chances of meeting a local minima and falling short of achieving a near-optimal solution. To address the challenges outlined above, we propose a novel scheme for efficient Similarity-aware Refinement of Aggregation Queries (EAGER). EAGER aims to balance the tradeoff between satisfying the aggregate and similarity constraints imposed on the refined query to maximize its overall benefit to the user. To achieve that goal, EAGER implements efficient strategies to minimize the costs incurred in exploring the available search space. In particular, EAGER utilizes both similarity-based and aggregate-based pruning techniques to bound the search space and quickly finds a refined query that meets the user expectations. Moreover, EAGER adopts a hierarchical representation of the search space, which allows for further reductions in the cost, while maintaining the quality of the solution. Further, the design of EAGER schemes provides more optimization opportunities through means of materialization and approximation techniques. Our experimental evaluation shows the scalability exhibited by EAGER under various workload settings, and the significant benefits it provides compared to existing query refinement techniques.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
-Defining the similarity-aware refinement of aggregation queries problem, which simultaneously captures users' constraints on aggregated values and similarity, -Proposing a Declarative Query Model for Aggregate Queries Refinement (DQMAQR) to support non-expert database users in specifying their constraints for refinement, -Designing and implementing a new scheme (EAGER) which utilizes pruning techniques based on similarity and aggregation to efficiently formulate refined queries that meets the users' expectations that have already been expressed by DQMAQR, -Employing a hierarchical representation of the refined queries search space, which significantly reduces the cost incurred by EAGER while maintaining its solution quality, -Leveraging materialization for the purpose of optimizing EAGER scheme with a relatively low overhead of storage and processing which pays off after a small number of runs, -Increasing the efficiency of EAGER by proposing approximation techniques to direct EAGER towards the most promising areas in the search space, and to control when the search space navigation should be halted, -Performing extensive experiments on real dataset, which consistently show the significant gains provided by EAGER compared to existing query refinement techniques.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides preliminary details, whereas our problem definition and declarative query model are stated in Section 3. In Section 4, we present our EAGER-S scheme, which leverages the similarity constraints to effectively prune the search space, whereas in Section 5 we present EAGER-GS, which extends EAGER-S by exploiting the aggregate constraints for further pruning of the search space and higher efficiency. Then, we present the optimization and approximation techniques for EAGER in Section 6. Our experimental testbed and results are presented in Sections 7 and 8, respectively. Section 9 discusses related work and we conclude in Section 10.
Preliminaries
In this section, we first describe the general query refinement problem, followed by details on the particular case of aggregate-based query refinement. All symbols are summarized in Table 1 .
Query refinement
The input to the refinement process is an initial select-project query I , which is to be transformed into a refined query R. Query I is a conjunctive query defined in terms of d range predicates 2 
A refined query R for an initial query I is achieved by modifying the lower and upper limits for some of the predicates in R. That is, for a predicate P I i in query I , a refined predicate P R i in R takes the form l R i ≤ a i ≤ u R i . Figure 2 shows two alternative refined queries R 1 and R 2 , which are generated by expanding the input query I across its two dimensions a 1 and a 2 .
In the presence of categorical predicates, a multi-level hierarchy is typically used to rank the different categorical values. Hence, refining a categorical predicate is simply mapped to moving up or down within the hierarchy [22] 
Figure 2
Example -refining an input query I in a two-dimensional space three-levels hierarchy is created to map the possible three values of that attribute: city, state, country to specific ranks, which facilitate the refinement of that predicate. Clearly, the number of possible refined queries is exponential in the number of dimensions and forms a combinatorial search space. For instance, consider a query I over a d-dimensional database, in which each dimension a i is discrete and the number of distinct values in each dimension a i is n. For query I , the set of possible refined queries form a query space R, where the size of that space is |R| = n d .
Given an objective for query refinement (e.g., satisfying a certain aggregate constraint), exploring the large search space R to find the optimal parameter settings (i.e., optimal R) becomes a non-trivial and challenging task. For instance, it has been shown that query refinement to meet cardinality constraints is an NP-Hard problem [4] .
To circumvent the high-complexity of query refinement, several search heuristics have been proposed (e.g., [4, 13, 22, 23, 33] ), in which the cardinality of a query result has been the main goal for query refinement. Next, we discuss the aggregate-based query refinement problem, which is a generalization of the cardinality-based query refinement problem [4] that preserves the hardness of the special case, i.e., cardinality-based refinement.
Aggregate-based query refinement
Definition 1 Given a database B, an input conjunctive aggregate query I , and an aggregate constraint G over the result of I , the goal of aggregate-based query refinement is to find R that satisfies the aggregate constraint over B.
Ideally, the aggregated value G R of R should be equal to the aggregate constraint G. In reality, however, achieving the exact constraint G is unrealistic since real-world databases most likely exhibit some skewness in their data. Anyhow, when a refined query R is returned, the goal is to minimize the amount of deviation from the target aggregate value G.
The deviation of R from a target aggregate value G, i.e., G R , is defined as the absolute difference between the aggregate constraint G and the aggregated value G R . Formally:
Where the denominator N is a parameter to normalize the deviation value. Having a normalized deviation is essential, so that two arbitrary candidate queries' aggregate deviations are fairly compared. In case of count() and sum(a i ) aggregate operators, N equals the total cardinality and total sum of attribute a i , respectively. While for the other operators avg(), min() and max(), N equals one as all attributes are already normalized. As mentioned earlier, minimizing the aggregate deviation (i.e., G R ) is an NP-Hard problem. This has motivated the proposal of several practical heuristics for solving the aggregate-based query refinement problem. As expected, the main idea underlying those heuristics is to limit the search space to a small set of possible candidate queries R c , such that R c ⊆ R, and |R c | |R|. For each candidate query R i ∈ R, a probe of the database is required to estimate the aggregated value of R i . Current techniques use alternative methods to perform such a probe. For instance, executing the candidate query R i on a sample of the database [22, 23] , or utilizing pre-computed histograms [4, 13] . Irrespective of the employed estimation method, a call has to be issued to the database evaluation layer, where the aggregated value of R i is estimated. This makes the probing operation inherently expensive and is a strong motivation to control it and only perform such an operation when necessary. Accordingly, the incurred cost of the query refinement process is measured in terms of the number of probes to the evaluation layer [4] , and is defined as:
C R = number of probes made to the evaluation layer (2) In this work, we follow the same approach as in [4, 23] , in which we consider the probing operation for aggregation estimation as a blackbox and our goal is to minimize the number of such probes. Endeavoring to reduce that incurred cost (i.e., C R ), it has been shown that simple local search techniques based on greedy heuristics (e.g., Hill Climbing) often provide efficient and effective solutions to the aggregate-based query refinement problem, as in [4, 13] where the constraint is cardinality. This is due to the monotonicity property of the aggregate operators. While there are many possible combinations of refinements that can result in meeting the aggregate constraint, the monotonically property increases the possibility that a local search method will find one of those combinations without getting stuck at some local minima. However, that assumption quickly breaks down for the similarity-aware query refinement, which is described in the next section.
Similarity-aware refinement of aggregation queries
While the techniques mentioned in the previous section are very effective in solving the aggregation-based query refinement problem, they are generally oblivious to the (dis)similarity between the input query I and its corresponding refined version R. That is, the generated refined query R is often very different (i.e., dissimilar) from the input query I . Clearly, while the user might be satisfied that the refined query returns an aggregated value close to the aggregate constraint, they would also expect the refined query to be very close (i.e., similar) to their input query. A refined query that is very different from the input one will have very limited benefits to the end user and is often rendered useless.
Problem statement
To address the limitation of current aggregation-based query refinement problem, in this work, we propose the similarity-aware refinement of aggregation queries problem, in which the user satisfaction is measured in terms of both: 1) meeting some prespecified aggregation constraint on R, and 2) maximizing the similarity between R and I . Formally, Definition 2 Given a database B, an input conjunctive aggregation query I , a distance function D(), and an aggregation constraint G over the result of I , the goal of similarityaware refinement of aggregation queries is to find R that satisfies the aggregation constraint G while minimizing D(R, I ).
Ideally, the distance between R and I (i.e., D(R, I )) should be equal to zero (i.e., maximum similarity such that R ≡ I ). In reality, however, achieving that extreme case of exact similarity is unrealistic, unless query I already returns G, i.e., G = G I . That is, I already meets its aggregation constraint G and no further refinement is required. Hence, in this work, we adopt a hybrid metric, which captures and quantifies the success of meeting the user's expectations for both similarity and aggregation. In particular, we capture the user's (dis)satisfaction in terms of the overall deviation (in both, aggregation and similarity) from her expectations, which is formally defined as:
In (3), G R is the deviation in aggregation defined in (1) . S R is the deviation in similarity, which is captured by means of a distance function D(R, I ), as described below. The parameter α simply specifies the weight assigned to the deviation in similarity, and in turn, (1 − α) is the weight assigned to the deviation in aggregation.
The weight α can be user-defined so as to reflect the user's preference between satisfying the aggregation and similarity constraints. Alternatively, it can be system-defined and is set automatically to meet certain business goals or objectives that are defined by the application. On the one hand, setting α = 0 is equivalent to the aggregation-based query refinement problem. On the other hand, setting α = 1 is equivalent to the extreme case described above, in which R ≡ I . In the general case, in which 0 < α < 1, both the aggregation and similarity constraints are considered according to their respective weights and the overall deviation is captured by R . Hence, a small value of R indicates a small deviation in meeting the constraints, and more satisfaction by the refined query R. Interestingly, those two constraints (i.e., G R and S R ) are typically at odds. That is, maximizing similarity while minimizing deviation in aggregation are two objectives that are typically in conflict with each other. Hence, the parameter α specifies by how much those two constraints contribute to the overall deviation R .
Next, we describe a declarative query model for aggregation queries refinement which users can use to specify all aforementioned parameters. Those parameters are consequently used by our proposed schemes for refinement, as described later on.
Declarative query model for aggregation queries refinement (DQMAQR)
To support query refinement for a large spectrum of database users, we propose a model with a friendly command interface which essentially encapsulates all usage scenarios and sits as a medium between users and the proposed schemes. This model is an extension of the traditional SQL language to capture users' constraints for refinement. Specifically, the user-supplied constraints are enclosed within a new clause, such that the refined query must satisfy all of them. Here is the proposed, extended query structure:
SELECT * , <AGG OP> FROM <relations> WHERE <predicates> WITH CONSTRAINTS SIMILARITY α = <X> AND DISTANCE FUNCTION = <Y> AND <AGG OP> = <Z>;
The new keyword WITH CONSTRAINTS indicates that there are user defined constraints over the result of the query. The first user-defined constraint is the weight of similarity (i.e., α), where <X> is a value between (0-1). The second parameter in the model is the choice of a distance function <Y>. The distance function (i.e., D()) is used as a measure of the similarity deviation between an input query I and a refined query R, where a high distance corresponds to a high similarity deviation, and vice versa. Lastly, there is the aggregate operator <AGG OP>. From the five standard SQL aggregate operators, users can specify an aggregate operator along with an aggregate constraint <Z>. Data-oriented high low [13, 27, 31] Value-oriented mid high [25, 33, 34] Example 2 Based on Example 2, the scientist might use the following query to find the desired sky region: Clearly, one can see that her aggregate operator and constraint are COUNT( * ) and 1000 objects, respectively. Also, she prefers a result that satisfies the aggregation and similarity constraints equally (i.e., α = 0.5).
In Example 2, the user chose the L 1 -norm as a distance function between queries to quantify the similarity deviation. Other forms of distance functions are also possible. In fact, there is no one ideal function that works for all different purposes. Hence, in the next section we describe a distance function that serves our purpose in query refinement very well.
Similarity measure
Measuring the (dis)similarity between two point queries is very well-studied in the literature, where typically a variant of the L p norm metric is used for that purpose (e.g., p = 1, or p = 2 for measuring the Manhattan, or Euclidean distances, respectively). Meanwhile, there is a lack of an established standard for measuring the distance between two box queries (i.e., I and R), which are the building blocks for the query refinement process. In this paper, we broadly classify existing methods for measuring the distance between two box queries as: 1) predicate-oriented, 2) data-oriented, and 3) value-oriented (Table 2 ).
In the predicate-oriented measures (e.g., [15, 16, 32] ), the distance between I and R is mapped to that of measuring the edit distance needed to transform I into R, where the set of allowed transformation are: add, delete, or modify a predicate. Because of its simplicity, a predicate-oriented measure is very coarse for the purpose of query refinement as it falls short in distinguishing between the different possible modifications that can be applied to each predicate. That is, refining predicate a i ≤ x I i into a i ≤ x R i counts as one modification operation regardless of the value x R i and the amount of refinement |x I i − x R i |. In the data-oriented measures (e.g., [13, 27, 31] ), the distance between I and R is based on the data points (i.e., tuples) that are included in the result of each query. For instance, to measure the distance between I and an expanded R, [13] computes the distance between I and all the points in R − I (i.e., the extra points added due to expansion). Clearly, dataoriented methods incur a large overhead, which potentially renders a query refinement process infeasible.
Finally, in the value-oriented measures (e.g., [25, 33] ), the distance between I and R is based on the amount of refinement experienced by each predicate. Formally,
Compared to the predicate-based methods, (4) considers the amount of applied refinement (i.e., |x R i − x I i |) and provides a reasonable approximation of the data-oriented measures at a negligible cost. Those reasons render (4) to be a suitable choice for the similarity-aware refinement of aggregation queries problem we defined earlier.
Often, however, users have partial preferences over what predicates to refine and by how much. That is, they do not think of all predicates P 1 , P 2 , ..., P d to be of equal importance on the objective of refinement R , or in particular S R . Accordingly, we introduce a new parameter to control the degree of importance for each predicate. We define w i as a usersupplied weight for predicate P i , such that its value is within the range (0-1), where a value of 1 means predicate i has the highest possible level of importance, while on the other hand a value of zero means it has no importance at all. We incorporate the weights and rewrite (4) to be:
Where
We note that for the sake of simplicity, we assume (from now on) all predicates are equally important, i.e., they have equal weights:
Accordingly, we use the function expressed in (5) as our measure for distance in the similarity-aware refinement of aggregation queries problem, for which our proposed solutions are described in the next sections.
EAGER-S scheme
In this section, we present our EAGER-Similarity scheme (EAGER-S for short, outlined in Algorithm 1.), which leverages the distance constraint to effectively prune the search space. Then, in the next section, we present EAGER-CS, which extends EAGER-S by exploiting the aggregation constraint for further pruning of the search space and higher efficiency.
Our similarity-aware query refinement problem, as defined in (3), is clearly a preference query over the query space R and naturally lends itself as a special instance of a Top-K or Skyline queries. In particular, our goal is to search the query space R for the one refined query R opt that minimizes the objective function defined in (3).
Such query R opt is equivalent to a Top-1 query over the total of two attributes: 1) similarity deviation (i.e., S R ), and 2) aggregation deviation (i.e., G R ). R opt should also fall on the skyline of a 2-dimensional space over those two attributes [10, 30] . However, efficient algorithms for preference query processing (e.g., [7, 20] ), are not directly applicable to the similarity-aware refinement of aggregation queries problem, for the following reasons:
1. For any query R i ∈ R, the values of S R i and G
R i
are not physically stored and they are computed on demand depending upon the input query I and the specified aggregation constraint G.
In addition to the aggregation constraint G, computing G R i
for any query R i ∈ R, requires an expensive probe to estimate the aggregated value G R i of query R i .
3. The size of the query search space |R| is prohibitively large and potentially infinite.
To address the limitations listed above, in this paper, we propose the EAGER scheme for similarity-aware refinement of aggregation queries. In particular, EAGER adapts and extends algorithms for Top-K query processing towards efficiently and effectively solving the similarity-aware refinement of aggregation queries problem. Before describing EAGER in details, we first outline a baseline solution based on simple extensions to the Threshold Algorithm (TA) [6] .
Conceptually, to adapt the well-known TA to the query refinement model, each possible refined query R i ∈ R is considered as an object with two partial scores: 1) partial score based on deviation in similarity (i.e., S R i ), and 2) partial score based on deviation in aggregation (i.e., G
R i
). Those two partial scores are maintained in two separate lists: 1) S -list, and 2) G -list, which are sorted in a descending order based on their deviation.
Under the classical TA algorithm, the two sorted lists are accessed in parallel. When an object's partial score is retrieved from a list (i.e., either S -list or G -list ) by a sorted access, its other partial score is also fetched from the other list by a random access and the object's score is kept in a buffer along with the object itself. A threshold value T is defined as the scores of the last seen objects from the sorted access. The algorithm halts once it finds K objects with scores at least equal to T .
Clearly, such straightforward conceptual implementation of TA is infeasible to the similarity-aware refinement of aggregation queries problem due to the three reasons listed earlier. To address the first reason (i.e., absence of partial deviation values), EAGER-S generates the S -list on the fly and on-demand based on the input query I . In particular, given query I , it progressively populates the S -list with the distance between I and the nearest possible refined query R i ∈ R.
To control and minimize the size of the search space, a value δ is defined and the nearest query is defined in terms of that δ. In particular, given an input query I , a first set of nearest queries is generated by replacing each predicate a i ≤ x I i with two predicates a i ≤ x I i ± δ. The same process is then repeated recursively for each set of generated queries. Clearly, using δ allows for simply discretizing the rather continuous search space R. Hence, R δ can be perceived as a uniform grid of granularity δ (i.e., each cell is of width δ). We note that at any point of time, the S -list is always sorted since the values in that list are generated based on proximity. One approach for populating the G -list is to first generate the distance S -list and then compute the corresponding G i value for each query R i in the S -list. Those values are then sorted in descending order and the TA algorithm is directly applied on both lists. Clearly, that approach has the major drawback of probing the database for estimating the aggregate of all the possible queries in the new discretized search space. Instead, we leverage the particular Sorted-Random (SR) model of the Top-K algorithm to minimize the number of those expensive estimation probes.
The SR model is particularly useful in the context of Web-accessible external databases, in which one or more of the lists involved in an objective function can only be accessed in random and at a high-cost [7, 10, 20] . Hence, in that model, the sorted list (i.e., S) basically provides an initial set of candidates, whereas random lists (i.e., R) are probed on demand to get the remaining partial values of the objective function. In our model, the S -list already provides that sorted sequential access, whereas G -list is clearly an external list that is accessed at the expensive cost of probing the database. Under that setting, while the S -list is generated incrementally, two threshold values are maintained (as in [7, 20] ):
The minimum calculated deviation that have been found so far.
The minimum possible deviation of a query that is yet to be estimated.
The two thresholds listed above enable efficient navigation of the search space by pruning a significant number of the queries in R δ . This is achieved by means of a simple technique referred to as Early Termination. Early termination kicks in when a query R i is generated, and assumed to have zero aggregate deviation (Alg. 1, line 9), but its deviation threshold T A is higher than or equal to the best found query so far min .
EAGER-GS scheme
The EAGER-S scheme, presented in the previous section, basically leverages the deviation in distance in order to bound the search space. Thus, it reduces the number of candidate refined queries to be generated, and in turn, reduces the number of probes needed for aggregate estimation. The underlying premise is that the optimal refined query R opt is expected to be near the input query I . Hence, the thresholds from the TA algorithm effectively represent cutoff points after which no further refined queries need to be examined.
The EAGER-S scheme, however, still has two major drawbacks:
-It probes the database for estimating the aggregate value for every candidate query R i that survives the early termination test, and -The overall search space is still large despite of the discretization process.
In this section, we propose the extended EAGER-Aggregate/Similarity scheme (EAGER-GS for short). This scheme is shown in Algorithm 2. At a high-level, EAGER-GS provides the following features:
1. EAGER-GS exploits the monotonicity property of the aggregate constraint so as to provide significant reductions in the search space, and 2. EAGER-GS employs a hierarchical representation of the search space that allows for adaptive navigation and further reductions in the total cost.
In the following, we describe in details the two features listed above. 
The monotonicity property

Aggregate-based pruning
EAGER-GS exploits the monotonicity property of the aggregate constraint so that to provide significant reductions in the search space. In particular, if a candidate refined query R i passed the early termination test, EAGER-GS estimates a lower bound G l i and an upper bound G u i on the aggregate value of query R i (i.e.,
Estimating those bounds is very efficient since it is completely based on the candidate queries that have been examined so far and thus requires no probing of the database.
EAGER-GS exploits the monotonicity property as follows: it keeps track of the queries that have been generated and examined while progressively populating the S -list. Then, when a new query R i is generated, EAGER-GS sets the bounds G l i and G u i as follows (See Figure 3) :
where G l is the aggregated value of query R l , which is the closest query dominated by R i . That is, when x l j ≤ x i j for every attribute a j . -G u i = G u , where G u is the aggregated value of query R u , which is the closest query dominating R i . That is, when x i j ≤ x u j for every attribute a j . As mentioned previously, the operator avg(a i ) is a special case, as the monotonicity property does not hold for average. Hence, G l i and G u i for avg(a i ) are estimated differently than the other aggregate operators.
To find G l i and G u i for avg(a i ), the average of each probed query R j is stored as count(a i ) and sum(a i ). Then, the lowest average of R i is computed as if R i has the count(a i ) of the upper bound, and the sum(a i ) of the lower bound. Analogously, the highest average of R i is computed as if R i has the count(a i ) of the upper bound, and the 
Probed query
Where V is the difference between G u and G l count(a i ) aggregate. After finding the bounds G l i and G u i on the value of G i , EAGER-GS then assesses the benefit of probing the database to get an accurate estimate for the deviation of R i . In particular, EAGER-GS estimates the deviation of R i given the possible range of the aggregated value [ 
Hierarchical representation of the search space
Clearly, the effectiveness of the bounds described above on pruning the search space depends on the tightness of the aggregate bounds G l i and G u i . However, achieving such tight bounds is not always possible when the candidate refined queries are generated in order of their proximity to the input query I on a uniform grid with a constant width δ such as the one described in the previous section.
For instance, under that approach, a generated candidate query R i that is positioned between the input query I and the origin for the search space, will often have a loose lower bound G l i . Similarly, if R i is positioned between I and the limits of the search space, then it will have a loose upper bound of G u i . To achieve tighter bounds, EAGER-GS employs a hierarchical representation of the search space based on the pyramid structure [3] (equivalent to a partial quad-tree [19] ). The pyramid decomposes the space into H levels (i.e., pyramid height). For a given level h, the space is partitioned into 2 dh equal area d-dimensional grid cells. For example, at the pyramid root (level 0), one cell represents the entire search space, level 1 partitions space into four equal-area cells, and so forth.
To create the pyramid representation, EAGER-GS generates candidate queries recursively in iterations using a dynamic δ. In particular, the value of δ h in any iteration h is equal to 1 2 h (see Figure 4) . The queries generated in iteration i are processed similar to EAGER-S
Lowest resolution
Highest resolution
Level h=0 (root) Level h=H Level h=1
Level h=2 (as described in the previous section). This is in addition to: 1) applying the aggregate-based pruning outlined above, and 2) maintaining the minimum deviation min across iterations.
The pyramid representation provides the following advantages:
-Effective pruning: the pyramid representation allows for computation of the aggregate bounds G l i and G u i for a candidate query R i based on already probed queries that are either at the same level or higher levels in the pyramid. This provides better coverage of the search space and tighter bounds. -Efficient search: the pyramid representation allows to quickly zoom-in to the area where R opt is located.
Indeed, the pyramid representation allows EAGER-GS to jump quickly to where R opt is located, since it visits the search space level by level, from the lowest resolution to the highest. On the other hand, EAGER-GS sees the search space as one level in the highest resolution, and it cannot jump to R opt unless it visits all queries between R opt and I . However, when R opt is located next to I (i.e., a special case), EAGER-S will reach the optimal solution earlier than EAGER-GS, because it takes EAGER-S only one step to find it while EAGER-GS will have to go through a couple of steps, going from the root of the pyramid to the bottom.
While EAGER-GS is all about reducing the cost without effecting the deviation, still, there is a need for more cost reductions. The reason is, in an interactive context, users expect to see results instantly. Hence, in the next section, we describe optimization and approximation techniques to increase the efficiency of our scheme EAGER.
Optimization and approximation techniques
We propose an optimization technique to reduce the cost of refinement with a small footprint of storage and processing. Specifically, EAGER scheme materializes a set of selected candidate queries before exploring the search space to utilize them efficiently. Also, we propose approximation techniques for EAGER-GS to improve the user experience with the scheme at an acceptable level of accuracy.
Level-based materialization
A straightforward method to achieve less cost is to materialize candidate queries in the search space before running the schemes. Hence, when a candidate query is generated, if it happens to be materialized, then there is no need to call the database layer to retrieve its aggregate.
We have utilized this method in EAGER scheme by materializing candidate queries based on levels. The reason is, the hierarchical representation which EAGER-GS uses provides two ways to benefit from those materialized queries in reducing the cost. Those two ways are: -Direct Hit: The current candidate query R i is already materialized (Alg. 1 line 9), thus no need to call the database layer. -Aggregate Bounds: Better aggregate bounds are found within the materialized queries (Alg. 2 lines 8 and 21) which result in a better estimation of the deviation and ultimately lower cost.
In EAGER-S though, it will only benefit from materialization if the current candidate query R i is already materialized (i.e., direct hit). From experiments, we confirm and show that EAGER-GS benefits the most of the materialized queries when compared with EAGER-S. Also, we address the additional cost of materialization, and show through our experiments that materializing queries pay off after only a couple of runs.
Approximation techniques for EAGER-GS
The design of EAGER-GS enables it to improve by means of approximation. The proposed approximation techniques focus on reaching the objective with lower cost, while sometimes sacrificing on the deviation. In particular, we proposed two approximation techniques for EAGER-GS, one to control the inverse relationship between minimizing the deviation and cost of refinement, while the other technique is to score cells in each level, and select only the most promising ones for next iterations.
A) EAGER-GS Stopping Condition As explained in Section 5, EAGER-GS stops when
it hits the lowest possible resolution in the hierarchical structure of the search space. That design decision was made in order to have a fair and meaningful comparison between EAGER-GS and the other schemes. However, as a standalone scheme, EAGER-GS's stopping condition is not related to the current resolution or the pyramid level. Therefore, we have introduced (λ) as a new parameter to control the stopping condition in EAGER-GS. Technically, (λ) provides a trade-off between the deviation and cost, i.e., it controls the inverse relationship between minimizing the deviation and cost of refinement.
Recall that EAGER-GS traverses the search space based on the pyramid structure, i.e., it starts from the highest level of the pyramid and goes down to the lowest level. Though, (λ) is not based on reaching a specific level in the pyramid. Instead, it is based on how much EAGER-GS has improved (or reduced) the input query's deviation, i.e., the scheme will stop the search once it finds a query with a deviation less than or equal to %λ percentage of the input query's deviation. Specifically, EAGER-GS halts the search if the current refined query R i has a deviation less than or equal to ( I * λ). Setting (λ) to zero is an extreme case where the solution is not attainable. At the other extreme, setting (λ) to one means returning the same input query as the optimal solution. In the experiments section, we show the gains in efficiency against the loss in effectiveness controlled by λ.
B) Scoring Cells In the cells exploration phase (Alg. 2 lines 26-28) EAGER-GS considers
all cells in the current level to be explored. Nevertheless, selecting the most promising cells according to an associated score, seems more intelligent and best fit for approximation. Inspired by the work in [23] , we adapted a similar logic, i.e., to score the cells and select only the topb cells out of them for the next iteration. However, differently from that work, the score of each cell is based on our objective function presented in (3) .
The score for a cell C is computed based on the two constraints: aggregation and similarity. Generally, we can estimate a minimum bound and a maximum bound deviation of those two constraints for any given C, similar to the query-level bounds described in Section 5.2, but at the cell-level. The intuition is that a cell's score represents either the minimum deviation any query inside that cell could have (i.e., minimum bound deviation), or the maximum deviation any query inside that cell could have (i.e., maximum bound deviation). Specifically, minimum and maximum bound deviation of C are found by the following equation:
For the case of min C (i.e., minimum bound deviation), S C and G C are the minimum similarity deviation of C and the minimum aggregate deviation among all queries inside C, respectively. On the other hand, in case of max C , S C and G C are the maximum similarity deviation of C and the maximum aggregate deviation among all queries inside C, respectively.
With those two bounds min C and max C , EAGER-GS has the capability to order cells depending upon min C , max C , or alternatively using the average of the them. Thus, we extended EAGER-GS to score the cells using the maximum and the average bounds, since these two provide better ordering of cells when compared to the minimum bound, as the minimum bound assumes a best case scenario for a cell, which might not be true.
To evaluate this approximation technique and show its benefits, we have implemented the TQGen scheme [23] . However, since this scheme was proposed to address the problem of cardinality-based query refinement only, its objective, pruning and scoring techniques were solely based on cardinality, without considering other aggregates or similarity at all. Therefore, we have adjusted TQGen to address the aggregates and similarity constraints in its objective, and the pruning and scoring techniques, for the sake of a fair comparison to EAGER-GS. Since TQGen is defined to work on multiple cardinality constraints for multiple sub-expressions queries, we mapped the multiple constraints to be the aggregate constraint G and similarity, i.e., two constraints. In the following, we explain the modifications that we made to TQGen to have a version comparable to EAGER-GS.
Firstly, the objective function used in TQGen is based on cardinality only. Therefore, we have replaced it with our objective function that considers similarity along with other aggregates, as specified in (3).
Secondly, TQGen utilizes a scoring function to score the cells in order to avoid an exhaustive search strategy. That is, during the exploration of the search space, all cells in level h are scored based on the number of cardinality constraints that a cell bounds, and then the topb cells are selected for the next iteration. However, in our problem's setting, we have only one aggregate constraint for each input query. Given such setting, all cells that bound the constraint will have the exact same score. In such cases, TQGen uses a cardinality distance to score those cells given multiple constraints.
For the sake of a fair comparison, we have proposed similarity as a second constraint for scoring, along with the aggregate constraint. Hence, the score for a cell C in TQGen scheme becomes the weighted standard deviation of those two constraints. Specifically:
Where k is the number of constraints (in this case k = 2), x i and w i are the value and weight of the constraint i, respectively.
Finally, we come to the third adjustment. In TQGen scheme, to prune a cell C, it firstly computes the error of the lower bound of C and then compares it against the best error found so far E best . If it is worse than E best , then the cell can be safely pruned and it will not be explored further. The error of the lower bound of C is similarly calculated to min C . Thus, if min C is higher than min , cell C is pruned and the candidate queries within that cell are not explored.
Experimental testbed
We have implemented EAGER as a Java front-end on top of the MySQL database management system. We have evaluated the performance of EAGER under various workload settings. Table 3 summarizes all the controlling parameters used in our experiments.
Schemes
In our experiments, the following schemes are compared:
-Hill Climbing (HC): This is the scheme proposed in [4] to automatically generate queries with cardinality constraints for DBMS testing. However, in this work we have extended HC to use our similarity-aware objective function for different aggregates (3). HC navigates the search space depending upon an initial step in a greedy manner until no further reduction in deviation is attainable. Then, it reduces the step size and continue to greedily navigate the search space. -EAGER-S: Our proposed scheme, which utilizes similarity for navigating and pruning the search space (as described in Section 4). -EAGER-GS: Our proposed scheme, which extends EAGER-S and utilizes both similarity and aggregate constraints for navigating and pruning the search space (described in Section 5). -TQGen: A best-effort algorithm proposed in [23] which utilizes heuristics to find queries that approximately satisfy cardinality constraints. We discussed earlier our modified version of TQGen in Section 6.2 B.
To achieve a fair comparison between the different schemes, EAGER-GS is tuned so that the cell width at the bottom layer of the pyramid structure is equal to δ, while EAGER-S uses the cell width δ for its grid. Meanwhile, HC is modified to stop when its step size is equal to δ. Hence, the maximum resolution achieved by EAGER-GS and HC is the same as that of EAGER-S. Databases In our experiments, we use the publicly available database: Sloan Digital Sky Server (SDSS). 4 Specifically, we are using the Star view from the PhotoPrimary table which has the brightness properties of stars along with their coordinates. Note that all the numerical columns in the databases are normalized in the range (0-1).
Queries To cover a large spectrum of query contraction and expansion scenarios, we generated a set of 100 <query, aggregate> pairs. In particular, each pair is an input query together with its aggregate constraint. The queries are generated according to a uniform distribution over the query space, whereas the aggregate constraints are generated according to a uniform distribution over the database.
Performance Measures
We evaluate the performance of the above schemes in terms of the following metrics:
-Average Cost (C R ): That is the average number of probes (calls) made to the database evaluation layer for refining all the queries in the workload. -Average deviation ( R ): That is the average deviation experienced by all the queries in the workload, where the deviation perceived by each query is computed according to (3) .
Aggregate Operators While we have experimented with all standard SQL aggregate operators: (count, sum, min, max, avg), we only report the results for (count, avg) as sum, min and max results are similar to count. If no aggregate operator is explicitly specified, then it is count by default.
Experimental results
In this section we present the results of our experiments according to the settings described in the previous section.
Impact of Similarity Weight (α)
In the first set of experiments, we measure the impact of the similarity weight (α) on our two performance measures (i.e., average deviation and cost) while d = 2 for two aggregate operators: count, avg. The deviation Figure 5a and b show a common trend for the average deviation: deviation increases while α approaches 0.5 -0.6, then it starts to decrease. The reasons is, the two constraints (similarity and aggregate constraints) are at odds with each other, i.e., satisfying one of them conflicts with satisfying the other. The peak of this conflict is observed when α = 0.5 − 0.6. Moreover, the figures shows how HC can easily get stuck at a local minima when α > 0, which results in deviating from the optimal solution found by EAGER-S and EAGER-GS. For instance, when α = 0.5, EAGER algorithms find 15 %−20 % better deviation than HC.
In regards to the second performance measure, i.e., average cost, Figure 5a and b illustrate the efficiency of EAGER-GS when compared to EAGER-S and HC. This is due to the effective aggregate bounds and the hierarchical representation that EAGER-GS is based on. Also, the figures shows that the general cost trend of EAGER-S and EAGER-GS is different than that of HC. Specifically, the two algorithms EAGER-S and EAGER-GS benefit from higher similarity weight in pruning more candidate queries, while HC's pruning power seems relatively constant. This is because HC is implemented to stop when it reaches the same maximum resolution as in EAGER-S and EAGER-GS. Hence, even if HC get stuck at a local minima before reaching the maximum resolution, it will keep in exploring the search space with finer δs with the hope of finding a better solution.
As Figure 5a and b show, when α = 0, EAGER-GS exhibits almost double the cost of HC to find the same solution. This is due to the loose aggregate bounds for avg() defined in (6) , which reflects how difficult it is to find tight bounds for avg() aggregate constraint. Though, when α ≥ 0.3, EAGER-GS dominates HC and EAGER-S in the two performance measures. Later on Section 8.7 we present our results on the approximated version of EAGER-GS which improves the performance for all aggregates, including avg().
Impact of dimensionality (d)
Next, we test the impact of dimensionality d on the performance of the compared algorithms while α = 0.5. In Figure 6a , HC manages to find the optimal solution when d = 1, just as EAGER algorithms, since it is not possible to get stuck at a local minima.
However, for d > 1, we can clearly see that HC deviates from the optimal solution found by EAGER algorithms. Note that since avg() aggregate operator is not monotonic, even when there is one dimension, HC deviates from the optimal solution, as shown in Figure 6b . Figure 6c and d are a numerical proof of the complexity for this refinement problem: the cost of navigating the search space increases exponentially with d. Also, Figure 6c shows the dominating efficiency of EAGER-GS due to its effective pruning techniques. Though, the aggregate bounds for avg() become less effective, specially with higher d. For instance, as Figure 6d shows, when d = 5, EAGER-GS's cost is almost the double of HC, due to the loose bounds defined in (6) for avg() aggregate operator. Nevertheless, despite the high cost, EAGER-GS achieves 24 % better deviation than HC.
Impact of Grid Resolution (δ)
Recall that parameter δ specifies the grid resolution of the search space. As mentioned before, it was fixed to the default value throughout all the experiments introduced so far. In this experiment though, we want to examine the impact of δ on the performance mertices. Hence, we varied δ in the range 1/2 5 − 1/2.
In Figure 7a , the x-axis shows the variable δ and the average cost is shown on the yaxis. Clearly, the average cost drops significantly when δ is increased for all schemes. For instance, the average cost provided by EAGER-S is reduced by 70 % when δ is increased The reason is, when δ is increased towards higher values, the total number of cells in the grid is decreased, leading to less number of cells to be scanned, thus, the average cost is tightly related to the search space resolution.
As shown in Figure 7b , all three schemes exhibit direct correlation between δ and the average deviation. This relation is natural because when δ is increased, the search space is highly approximated, which essentially increases the probability of missing the exact target constraints, and vice versa. Looking at both Figure 7a and b uncovers the trade-off between the deviation and cost metrics which is controlled by δ.
Impact of database size
In this experiment, we have four versions of the SDSS database of sizes 100K, 1M, 4M and 8M tuples. As expected, Figure 8 shows the number of probes for each scheme is constant for all databases sizes. Clearly, this is because the search space of the refined queries remains the same for all sizes, i.e., size of R δ is independent of the database size. However, the database size determines the amount of data processed in each probe and in turn, the probing time (as show in Table 4 ). In particular, for a machine loaded with Intel Core i7 3.40GHz CPU, 16.0 GB RAM, and Windows 7 OS, Table 4 shows the time per probe for the different databases sizes. Combining the results in Figure 8 and Table 4 shows that EAGER-GS allows for scalable and practical query refinement.
Reducing cost by materialization
This experiment shows how much cost reductions EAGER-GS can achieve from materialized candidate queries compared to EAGER-S and HC. The x-axis in Figure 9a and b show the number of materialized candidate queries, while the y-axis shows the average cost.
Clearly, from Figure 9a and b, EAGER-GS demonstrates better utilization of materialized queries when compared with EAGER-S and HC. For example, when materializing only 6.2 % of the overall candidate queries, EAGER-GS can achieve 67 % reductions in cost, while EAGER-S and HC can only achieve linear cost reduction on the number of materialized queries. This shows how efficient EAGER-GS is when combined with EAGER-GS EAGER-S HC materialization. Particularly, EAGER-GS takes advantage of the materialized queries in estimating the aggregated value of a given candidate query, which results in tighter aggregation bounds that lead to greater pruning power. Obviously materializing queries in advance adds additional cost to refinement. However, when considering a scenario where more than 5 queries with constraints are submitted for refinement, the average cost with materialization becomes less than when not materializing any queries in advance at all.
Parameter (λ) as a stopping condition
The new stopping condition for EAGER-GS (i.e., λ) controls when the algorithm should stop searching for the optimal refined query. In the following, we investigate the behavior of this parameter and its effect on the cost and deviation of the scheme with the default settings and α = 0. Figure 10a shows that the deviation increases while increasing λ, whereas the cost decreases as Figure 10b shows. That is, the larger λ is, the earlier EAGER-GS stops traversing the search space, causing higher values of deviation. This is the classical behavior of any approximation parameter which controls the tradeoff between cost and accuracy (i.e., deviation). For example, when λ = 0.05, EAGER-GS finds an approximated solution with a loss of almost 86 % on deviation, but 75 % less cost when compared to λ = 0.01.
EAGER-GS with cells scoring
Instead of exploring all cells in the search space, EAGER-GS in this experiment scores the cells using the minimum or average bounds, then it chooses only the topb cells for further exploration. To show EAGER-GS efficiency gains when using scoring, we implemented TQGen [23] and modified it to compare those two schemes, as explained earlier in Section 6.2 B. Note that TQGen uses a grid of uniform cells to represent the search space, and defines a parameter called segments k to partition a cell into k d cells. Having k = 2 is Figure 11a and b show the average deviation while varying topb for TQGen and three versions of EAGER-GS that score cells based on minimum, maximum and average cell deviation by (9) . Also, the figures show EAGER-GS without scoring as a benchmark for comparison.
Interestingly, when topb ≥ 4, TQGen finds the same exact optimal solution found by all the different versions of EAGER-GS, although at much higher cost, as shown by Figure 11c and b. Essentially, when topb ≥ 4, TQGen will not benefit from its scoring approach since it will select all 2 2 cells (generated from partitioning a cell) regardless of their scores, as long as they are not pruned. On the other hand, EAGER-GS with its three different scoring versions, utilizes cells scores by selecting topb cells out of (2 H ) 2 cells in a level H , resulting in a much better approximation when compared with TQGen. For example, if all algorithms to select only the top scored cell, EAGER-GS (with different scoring versions) reduces cost by almost 66 %, while deviating from the optimal solution by only 7 %. However, TQGen deviates almost 34 % from the optimal solution, with a cost reduction of 22 %, when compared with EAGER-GS.
As Figure 11b and d show, for aggregate operator avg(), EAGER-GS with its different scoring versions is able to find almost the same optimal solution, with up to 89 % lower Figure 10 Experiments on (λ) Figure 11 Experiments on cell scoring while varying topb cost than EAGER-GS. The reason behind this large cost reduction is that only topb cells are chosen for exploration in each iteration, which means a small number of candidate queries are probed, hence, overcoming the limitation of the loose avg() bounds without any significant reduction in deviation.
Related work
The work on aggregate-based query refinement can be broadly classified into two categories: databases testing [4, 23] and databases exploration [5, 11, 13, 22, 25, 33, 34] . In database testing, [4] addressed the complexity of generating a query (i.e., finding predicate values) that exactly satisfy certain cardinality constraints, and proved that it is NP-hard. Then, they proposed a heuristic method to generate the required query (i.e., find predicate values) when exact solutions are not needed, and they judge the quality of the solution using the sum of relative errors to the constraints. The heuristic method starts from an initial state: a query with predicate values that represent the selectivity of the constraints, then it follows a hill climbing approach to explore the search space. That is, each predicate has (at most) eight steps, and the step that minimizes the error the most is chosen to advance to the next state. Some steps (e.g., diagonal steps) are not considered and are pruned to reduce the complexity of the search space. Finally, the method stops traversing the search space when the relative error stops improving. This hill climbing approach fails (although efficient in cardinality-based query refinement) when considering similarity, as we have shown previously. The reason is, when considering similarity in the objective this approach will easily get stuck at a local minima that is very far from the optimal solution.
Another work on database testing is presented by [23] . They proposed the TQG problem: to refine a query based on intermediate subexperssions cardinality constraints, and consequently proposed a best-effort heuristic algorithm called TQGen which search for a refined query that approximately satisfy the cardinality constraints. To find that query, TQGen firstly bounds the search space by performing a binary search over all dimensions, then it recursively explores that restricted space by partitioning the dimensions such that the partitions have the same width, which results to an equal-width grid. The boundaries of each cell in this grid is a candidate query, and it is evaluated by the sum squared logarithmic relative error to the cardinality constraints. While maintaining the query with the lowest error, only the best-error cells are chosen for further exploration, and they are partitioned further in an equal-width manner to avoid an exhaustive exploration. In our work, we utilize different methods for search space bounding and exploration. Although our schemes partition the dimensions similar to [23] (i.e., equally), EAGER schemes generate candidate queries on-demand, which means saving time if the search stops earlier. Additionally, instead of a recursive algorithm as in TQGen, our schemes utilize a pyramid structure to guide the exploration process, and also to advance the pruning power by exploiting the monotonicity property of the aggregate constraint. More importantly, the methods in [4, 23] were focused in satisfying the cardinality constraints, the semantics of the resulting queries (i.e., predicate values) were not addressed since the meanings of such queries were irrelevant to the problem in the first place.
For database exploration, [25, 26] presented a scheme based on data mining to automatically overcome the empty-result (or failing) queries problem, since manually relaxing those queries is a tedious task for users. The idea is to exploits the correlation between the attributes (from a randomly-chosen small subset of the actual database) to learn a set of decision rules. Those rules are a set of adjustments to the failing query's predicates which if applied will solve the empty-result problem. Only the most similar rules to the failing query are chosen, where similarity is the relative difference between the failing query's predicates and the rules. Addressing a similar problem (i.e., empty-result query problem), [18] proposed a framework to relax join and selection conditions of an empty-result query to transform it into a non empty-result one. The idea is to use the dominating (skyline) pairs of joined tuples that have the minimum relaxation to the selection conditions to obtain that non empty-result query. These works however are data-dependent, i.e., [25, 26] use a small sample of the database to find the rules for relaxtion, and [18] uses the joined tuples, whereas our method is based on the query-level (not tuple-level). However, what mainly differentiate them from this work is that they do not explicitly specify any aggregate constraints.
Based on user interaction, [11] proposed a scheme to refine an imprecise query given a set of related and unrelated tuples as a feedback by the user without any explicit constraints on the cardinality of the refined query result. More related to our work is the SAUNA scheme [13] , in which starting with a user's initial query and a cardinality constraint, SAUNA automatically produces a refined query which satisfies the constraint on the number of answers and preserves the aspect ration of the initial query. Moreover, [22] proposed an interactive, user-based model (SnS) for query refinement. The disadvantage of SnS is that it requires the user's involvement to manually guide the refinement process. Specifically, SnS iterates over a given query's predicates and instead of overwhelming the user with the whole domain of that predicate, only a sub-range is shown to her. The scheme guarantees meeting the cardinality constraint if the user selects new predicate values within those sub-ranges. A more recent body of work is presented by Vartak et al. [33, 34] . The QReIX and ACQUIRE tools automatically suggest alternative queries based on the given cardinality and aggregate constraints while providing indicators of the closeness between the input query and the new generated one. In [34] , they only consider the case of expansion, i.e., the input query returns too few answers (lower than what is expected). Hence, to achieve their objective, the input query is expanded, then the aggregate is incrementally computed. This means the new data must be retrieved from the database, whereas in our scheme EAGER it only probes the database if the candidate query seemed promising, resulting in saving I/O time. Further, ACQUIRE requires users to enter additional parameters such as: aggregate error threshold , and refinement threshold. These parameters are difficult to define especially for users without sufficient prior knowledge of the data. Another related work that supports query suggestion based on multiple aggregate constraints [14] has proposed a heuristic online search algorithm (HOSA) which aims to find a query that satisfies those aggregate constraints. The idea is to partition the search space into windows (using user specified parameter) then visit those windows in a decreasing order based on their utility (utility is how far a window's aggregate value is from the target one), and merge them as long as the utility increases. EAGER differs from this work by supporting similarity and using it to guide the search space instead of the computed utility in HOSA which does not include similarity at all. To reduce the cost of I/O, HOSA estimates the aggregate value of a window using a precomputed sample, which introduces errors in estimating the real benefit of a window, whereas EAGER uses bounds on actual aggregate values that do not contribute any error in estimating the deviation.
As a final note, we refer the reader to a related work on deciding the appropriate α in (3). User feedback can be used to infer the suitable α [21] . Specifically, users are asked to label a small sample of refined queries as "good" or "bad". Then, the preferred α can be inferred from these labeled queries. The larger the sample is, the better value of α is, however, the more queries users have to label.
Conclusion
In this paper, we outlined the limitation of the current aggregate-based query refinement techniques which are fairly successful in satisfying users' aggregate constraint, but are oblivious to the similarity between the refined query and the initial one. Motivated by that limitation, we proposed an innovative scheme for efficient similarity-aware refinement of aggregation queries (EAGER). EAGER's goal is to balance the tradeoff between satisfying the aggregate and similarity constraints imposed on the refined query so as to maximize its overall benefit to users without requiring additional effort on their part. To achieve that goal, EAGER implements efficient strategies to minimize the costs incurred in exploring the search space by utilizing similarity and the monotonicity property to bound the search space and quickly find a refined query that meets users expectations. Also, we proposed optimization and approximation techniques for EAGER scheme to improve users interaction experience in refinement. Our extensive experiments on real database (SDSS) show that EAGER scheme outperforms local search heuristics and state-of-theart algorithms, both adjusted for similarity-aware query refinement, in terms of cost and accuracy.
